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This tutorial is protected by copyright laws. No part of it may be translated, copied or 

reproduced, in any form or by any means, without written permission from SOFiSTiK AG.  

SOFiSTiK reserves the right to modify or to release new editions of this manual. 

The manual and the program have been thoroughly checked for errors. However, SOFiSTiK 

does not claim that either one is completely error free. Errors and omissions are corrected as 

soon as they are detected. 

The user of the program is solely responsible for the applications. We strongly encourage the 

user to test the correctness of all calculations at least by random sampling. 
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1 General 

1.1 Intention 

The following tutorial describes the basic workflow of the task “Halfspace”. Guided by the 

task all necessary input will be defined. The first example is taken out of the HASE 

handbook. For further descriptions and examples please also look at the HASE handbook. 

After working through this tutorials the user should be able to use this task for further 

halfspace calculations. 

1.2 Basics 

To understand this tutorial the basic handling of the SSD is required. You will find the basic 

SSD tutorial inside the SSD menu “Help”à “Quick Reference”. 

1.3 Task Halfspace - Features  

This task supports the user with an easy possibility to do foundation analysis using the 

halfspace substructure method. For further descriptions we refer to the handbook HASE. 

 

 

In the basic version the program processes halfspace problems for plane slab 
structures. The halfspace for three-dimensional systems as well as the substructure 
techniques are available only in the expanded version. 

A linear elastic stiffness matrix will be generated for the halfspace. Therefore a 
superposition is possible. 

A combination with the other FEA programs is possible. 
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2 General Description Task Halfspace 
The program determines a stiffness matrix for any structure sizes. These structures are 

assembled either from Finite Elements or they can be described analytically for example as 

elastic halfspace with appropriate soil parameters. Soil parameters will be defined by bore 

profiles, either as a new task “Bore Profile” or directly inside the task “Halfspace”. 

Both tasks can be added easily by using the right mouseclick “Insert Task” inside the 

tasktree.  

 

 

Picture 1: List of Tasks 

The dialog based input leads the user through the task. The following examples will explain 

the workflow. For further information and explanation we refer to the handbook hase_1.pdf . 

Additional examples are available inside program directory SOFiSTiK.23/hase.dat/english/ 
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3 Example Bottom Plate 
The following example – bottom plate with stiffness coefficient method – was taken out of the 

HASE handbook.  

Wall loads should be acted as untensioned loads at a bottom plate with the dimensions of  

6 m x 10 m in the plan. The bottom plate has a thickness of 30 cm. 

 
Soil parameters: 

Bore Profile Nr 1, x=0.0 y=0.0 z=0.0  

0.00 m – 1.20 m k0 =  50.000 kN/m² 

1.20 m – 3.20 m k0 =  12.000 kN/m² 

3.20 m – 5.20 m k0 =  9.000 kN/m² 

5.20 m – 10.00 m k0 =  90.000 kN/m² 

10.00 m -  999  m k0 =  200.000 kN/m² 

The constraint Soil Modulus is assumed to be constant over the depth of each layer. 

 

Please start the SSD. Per default setting some materials will be defined. To modify or delete 

the materials proceed as known.  
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3.1 Definition Bore Profile 

The soil definition will be done with bore profiles. In this case we only use one profile. Please 

use the rightclick menu and add the task “  Bore Profile” to the tasktree.  

First of all please input number and name of the bore profile. After that continue with the tab 

”Constrained Modulus” you will get to by selecting the option “Constraint Soil Modulus” at the 

bottom of the dialog. 

 

 
In case more than one bore profile will be defined, an interpolation starts 
automatically for the calculation. A manually setting of the weight factor is 
possible for the interpolation. 

 

 

Picture 2: Task Bore Profile – Tab General 

 

Picture 3: Task Bore Profile – Tab Constrained Modulus 

The input of the “Constant subgrade modulus” is based on different layers. Press the button 

NEW and a new layer shows up for the input. To delete a layer use the button DEL. Please 

insert the layer definition as printed on page 3. 
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3.2 System Generation with TEDDY 

The simple geometry will be defined using the task “Text Interface for Model Creation”. Pleas 

open the task with a doubleclick and add the following input. 
 
+PROG SOFIMSHA $ Text Interface for Model Creation 
HEAD Example 1 bottom plate  
SYST init 
ECHO FULL YES 
NODE NO    X  Y 
      1    0  0 
      2   10  0 
      3    0  6 
      4   10  6 
GRP 0 
QUAD N1 3 1 2 4 M 8 N 10 MNO 1 MRF 2 T 0.30 
END 

 

 
A very mighty generation algorithm is provided with the sentence QUAD inside 
the PROG SOFiMSHA. On Basis of 4 nodes and subdivisions in two directions 
one can create a regular mesh. 

 

After finishing the input please start the calculation for this particular task, using the rightclick 

menu “Calculate”.  

3.3 Load Generation with TEDDY 

A wall load with an amount of 70 kN/m is applied alongside all edges. For that open the task 

“Text Interface for Loads” and add the following input. 

In general you start with the definition of actions and go on with the loading. In this case we 

only have one Action Q and one loadcase LC 1. To deal with this basic principle we first 

define the Action G and than the loadcase 1, which s assigned to Action Q. 
 
+PROG SOFILOAD $ Text Interface for Loads 
HEAD Text interface for Loads 
$ Actions 
$ACT G   $ dead loads 
ACT Q   $ live loads 
$ Load cases 
$ self weight will be ignored in this case 
LF 1 Q TITL 'Veränderliche Last' 
LINE  REF  TYPE P1 x1   y1   P2 x2   y2 
      auto  PG 70 0.10 0.10 70 9.90 0.10 
      auto  PG 70 0.10 0.10 70 0.10 5.90 
      auto  PG 70 0.10 5.90 70 9.90 5.90 
      auto  PG 70 9.90 0.10 70 9.90 5.90 
END 

After finishing the input please start the calculation for this particular task, using the rightclick 

menu “Calculate”.  
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3.4 Task Halfspace 

Now insert a new task, move it to “Linear Analysis” and open it with a doubleclick. 

 

Picture 4: Task Halfspace – Tab General 

Starting with the tab general you select the listed loadcases and bore profile. The default 

setting selects all. You also may add or modify the bore profiles.  

 

 
We recommend to use the task “ Bore Profiles” in advance. It is easier to handle 
modifications. 

 

Use the tabs “Text Output” and “Graphical Output” for selecting the amount of output. The 

functionality is the same in every task.  

The tab “Output parameters” will be used to define the depth z [m] of the output. 

 

 
To edit the list “Depth of output” please use the rightclick menu inside the table. 
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Picture 5: Task Halfspace – Tab Text Output 

 

 

 

 

Use the rightclick 

menu to work inside 

the table, to add or 

to delete an entry. 

Picture 6: Task Halfspace – Tab Output Parameters 

 

In case you select the option “Calculate immediately” you start the calculation after finishing 

the input with OK. Normally we recommend to use this option. 

 

The task halfspace directly creates an input datafile. Using the rightclick menu „  Edit“ you 

will open the texteditor TEEDY and see the following input. 
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$ Automatically generated by HASE V(10.17-23) 27.07.2006 12:31:17 
$ Attention: Changes will be overwritten if the task is opened again! 
 
+PROG HASE $ Halfspace Calculation 
HEAD Build half space stiffness  
HALF TYPE COOR $ Interpolation from the boring coordinates 
BORE 1 
END 
 
+PROG SEPP $ Analyse load cases 
KOPF Analyse load cases 
STEX $ external stiffness from program HASE 
LC ALL 
END 
 
+PROG HASE $ Calculate halfspace stresses 
KOPF Calculate halfspace stresses 
LC ALL 
SELP BRIC $(project)_bric $ Bric-Ergebnisse werden in dieser neuen 
Datenbank gespeichert 
SELP LCST 8001 $ first load case memory number 
SELP  Z    1 
SELP  Z    2 
SELP  Z    3 
SELP  Z    5 
SELP  Z   10 
SELP  Z   15 
SELP  Z   20 
SELP  Z   30 
END 
 
+PROG WING $ Graphical Output 
… 
END 
 

The following input blocks were generated by the task; PROG HASE; PROG SEPP, PROG 

HASE and PROG WING. The first block calculates the halfspace stiffness, which will be used 

as an external stiffness matrix in the following PROG SEPP, sentence STEX. 

 

 
Changes in the text editor will be overwritten if the task is opened again. 

 

 

3.5 Design 

After the calculation you can start the concrete design. For that please use the tasks “Design 

Parameters of area elements” and “Design ULS – area elements”. For more information 

please see the SSD “Quick Reference”. 

 

3.6 Results 

The resulting beddings stresses in two main cuts are printed below. As you can see the 

maximum stresses are located below the outer wall.  
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Picture 7: Bedding stresses below the bottom plate 

Please note the beddings stresses in the middle of the plate are smaller using the Stiffness 

coefficient method instead of using the Winkler assumption. 
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4 Example Piles in Halfspace 
Piled foundations can also be analysed using the halfspace method. In this case special 

halfspace piles are necessary. How to deal with that is explained in the following example. 

 

 

bottom slab d = 100 cm with 

4 piles ∅ 80 cm, L = 8 m 

 

 

Loads: 

LC 1: N = 500 kN , Mx = 50 kNm, + g 

LC 2: N = 500 kN , Mx = 100 kNm, q = 10kN/m² 

 

Materials: 

Concrete C 25 

Reinforcement grade 460 

 

To start this example please create a new project inside the SSD. 

 

4.1 Bore Profile 

First we start with creating a bore profile. Again we assume a homogeneous soil. With the 

rightclick menu “Insert Task …” insert the task “  Bore Profile” and create a new profile with 

three soil layers in total. 

 

0.00 m – 2.00 m k0 =  1 kN/m² 

2.00 m – 5.00 m k0 =  50.000 kN/m² 

5.00 m – 20.00 m k0 =  80.000 kN/m² 
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Picture 8: Bore profile 

With that the input for bore profiles is finished. 

4.2 Cross Section Pile 

The next step is to define a cross section for the piles. Please open the task “Cross Sections” 

and add a circular cross section with a diameter of 80 cm. 

 

Picture 9: Cross section pile 

4.3 Graphical System- and Load Generation 

System- and load generation will be done with the task “GUI for Model Creation 

(SOFiPLUS(-X))”. The program SOFiPLUS(-X) will now be opened in a new window. 

4.3.1 Model Creation 

For the bottom plate draw a rectangle with 4000 mm x 4000 mm and create a structure area 

with a thickness of 100 cm by using the command “pick point in area”.  
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Also create four structure points (1000,1000), (3000,1000), (1000,3000) und (3000,3000) to 

model the halfspace piles using the command „  Column/Structure Point“. Add the 

following input in the tab “ Half space pile element”. 

 

Picture 10: Dialog Structural point – Tab Half space pile element 

After the input the system looks as follows. 

 

Picture 11: Model Creation with SOFiPLUS(-X) 

4.3.2 Load Generation 

Now we add the loads. The area load of 10 kN/m² in LC 2 was added directly with the 

creation of the structure area. The single loads and moments will be added by using the 

command “Define free or structural single load”. The load generation has to be repeated 4 

times for LC 1 load and moment an LC 2 load and moment. All single load will be applied in 

the center of the bottom slab. 
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Picture 12: Dialog free or structural single load 

System- and load generation is finished now. Please select the command „  Export“ to 

start the meshing and save all information in the CDB. Now all work is finished inside 

SOFiPLUS(-X) and you may close it down. 

The system can be shown with the ANIMAOTR. 

 

Picture 13: ANIMATOR-vies 

4.4 Task Halfspace 

Now add the task “Halfspace Calculation” and open it for editing. The information to 

loadcases and bore profiles are recognised automatically and shown inside the dialog 

window. 
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Picture 14: Task Halfspace Calculation – Tab General 

Normally no further input is required. To change the amount of output use the tabs “Text 

Output” and “Graphical Output”. Finishing the input and choosing the option “Calculate 

immediately” the calculation starts with pressing the button OK. 

 

 
The halfspace piles created in SOFiPLUS(-X) are saved directly in the CDB. If 
you open the task “Halfspace Calculation” with the texteditor the sentences PILE 
are missing in the first PROG HASE block.  
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4.5 Evaluation Results 

After the calculation you will get the following results: 
Pileforces Loadcase    1 
Title                 X       Y    P-tot  P-mant  P-foot 
                    [mm]    [mm]    [kN]    [kN]    [kN] 
                    1000    1000  -137.5   137.5     0.0 
                    1000    3000  -112.5   112.5     0.0 
                    3000    3000  -112.5   112.5     0.0 
                    3000    1000  -137.5   137.5     0.0 
 
STRESSES in HALFSPACE  
    LC      DEPTH[mm]  LOAD CASE MEMORY NUMBER 
     1         1000       8001 
     1         2000       8002 
     1         3000       8003 
     1         5000       8004 
     1        10000       8005 
     1        15000       8006 
     1        20000       8007 
     1        30000       8008 
 
Pileforces Loadcase    2 
Title                 X       Y    P-tot  P-mant  P-foot 
                    [mm]    [mm]    [kN]    [kN]    [kN] 
                    1000    1000  -190.0   190.0     0.0 
                    1000    3000  -140.0   140.0     0.0 
                    3000    3000  -140.0   140.0     0.0 
                    3000    1000  -190.0   190.0     0.0 
 
STRESSES in HALFSPACE  
    LC      DEPTH[mm]  LOAD CASE MEMORY NUMBER 
     2         1000       8009 
     2         2000       8010 
     2         3000       8011 
     2         5000       8012 
     2        10000       8013 
     2        15000       8014 
     2        20000       8015 
     2        30000       8016 
 

 

The bedding stress are saved in the load cases 8001 ff for different depth. Use WINGRAF to 

visualize the stresses. 

Pile forces (total force, friction force, force in pile foot) are printed as well. A simple check 

with the loads of LC 2 gives a total pile force of: 

 kN
m

kNmkNmmkNP 190
0,22

0,100
4

0,500²0,16²/0,10max =
⋅

+
+⋅

=  

The part of skin friction at the load transfer will be used as defined in SOFiPLUS(-X).  

(see Picture 10) 
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4.6 Presentation Results with WINGRAF 

With the task “Halfspace Calculation” the results for the halfspace also were saved in a CDB 

named $(project)_bric.cdb .  
 
+PROG HASE $ Calculate halfspace stresses 
HEAD Calculate halfspace stresses 
LC ALL 
SELP BRIC $(project)_bric $ bric results were stored in this new 
database 
SELP LFSP 8001 $ first load case memory number 
SELP  Z    1 
SELP  Z    2 
SELP  Z    3 
SELP  Z    5 
SELP  Z   10 
SELP  Z   15 
SELP  Z   20 
SELP  Z   30 
 
END 
 

With WINGRAF it is possible to visualize the stresses of the bric elements. For that pleas 

open WINRAF out of the SSD and open the CDB exp_hase_2_bric.cdb. 

Now select the command BRIC-cuts out of the menu EDIT an draw a cut with the following 

coordinates (3,-0.5) und (3,4.5). For the following view select out of the tree structure in 

WINGRAF, Results – Volume Elements – 3d stress – stress in global z. 

Now you can see the depth of the piles and the influence of the moments in LC 2 

For further description please see the handbook WINGRAF. 
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Picture15: Area View BRIC-Cut – Volume Element Halfspace 


